Guard and Troopers Called

3 Dead in City Riots

North Is Hit
By 170 Raids

Oil Depots, SAM Sites Near Hanoi, Haiphong Blasted; Red Missile Burns Village

SAIGON (AP) — U.S. jets flew 150 missions against North Vietnam yesterday, their heaviest single-day attack in the 15-month-old war. Bombers pummeled Hanoi, Haiphong and storage areas in the Haiphong area and Communist military targets in central Vietnam. Navy spots reported one SAM missile fired at them, two ejected and a U.S. plane shot down in flames. This was the second day in a row that the U.S. has launched a major attack.

Counterfeit
Murder Tie

Mrs. Kavanaugh Was Exposed Ring

Three Cases

By THOMAS A. WEAVER

Newark Evening News

Counterfeit bills were involved in the shooting of Mrs. Kathleen Kavanaugh, 42, at her home in the 500 block of Locust Street yesterday afternoon. The bills were said to have been found on her body as she lay on the floor of her home. Mrs. Kavanaugh, who was shot in the head, was pronounced dead at the scene by a coroner's inquest. She had been married to Thomas Kavanaugh for 20 years.

Mobs Loot,
Start Fires

350 Hurt, 425 Arrested in Wide Area; Governor
Joins Mayor

By DAVID C. HEIDT

Newark, N.J. — Mayor Richard Hug. Newark, yesterday, was overjoyed to announce that the city has been saved from a major riot. He said that the police had arrested 425 people and had prevented the looting of several stores.

Fire Near 4 Corners

Dead Street Building Buried in Rubble After Rages 4 Hours

By DAVID C. HEIDT

Newark, N.J. — A fire that started in a basement of a building in the 4 Corners area yesterday morning has been brought under control. The fire, which was reported at 7 a.m., caused the evacuation of several buildings and led to the closure of several streets.

Westfield Lieutenant Killed

Arthur Retzlaff, 26, of Westfield, was killed in action in Vietnam on June 10. He was the third Westfield resident to die in the war.

24, In Action

Lt. A. C. REITZLAF

Army

25, In Action

Lt. Bruce W. Adams

Air Force

26, In Action

Pvt. John J. Delaney

Marines

27, In Action

Pvt. James C. Hickey

Army

28, In Action

Pvt. Robert J. O'Brien

Marines

29, In Action

Pvt. John J. Delaney

Army

30, In Action

Pvt. James C. Hickey

Army
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Chinatown Classic
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Japanese Baseball

Fresh Air Fund

Lots of Chores

Jean Must Care for Young Sisters
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Riot Victims Jam Into City Hospital

In WOODY HOUSE
By S. RABIN

Riot victims jam into Newark City Hospital, where they were treated for injuries sustained during the night's violence. The hospital was overwhelmed with patients and had to turn away others. The scene was chaotic, with medical staff working tirelessly to treat the injured.

Hospitals Swamped

Dudley, Triple Shifts of Doctors, Nurses Tired

By TAYLOR MARSHALL

Doctors and nurses at Newark Beth Israel Hospital worked around the clock to treat the influx of patients. The hospital was operating on three shifts to cope with the aftermath of the riot.

3 Dead in City Rioting

A fighter from Blue and Gold Fire was killed, and two others were injured in the New Jersey State Police attack on the rioters. The fatalities occurred in Newark, and the police confirmed that the rioters had targeted the state troopers.

Post Offices Shut Down

3 Branches Closed in Glenguard Hill Stadium Is Ransacked

Post offices were closed in Newark today due to the rioting. Three branches were ransacked, and services were disrupted.

Blasted Streets

People Wide-Eyed at Wrenchage

The streets of Newark were in a state of chaos after the rioting. Residents were shocked and scattered, with broken windows and damaged property.

Springfield Avenue

The area around Springfield Avenue was particularly hard hit, with shops and homes burned and looted.

76 Alarms in 5 Hours

City Rioters Keep Firemen on the Go

By R. KEMP

Firemen were kept busy throughout the night, responding to 76 alarms in Newark. The rioters had caused a significant amount of damage, requiring a large number of firefighters to respond.

Injured Police

One police officer was injured in the attack, and another was taken to the hospital for treatment. The police force is seeking the public's help in identifying the rioters.

Police Arrest City Worker

No known identity of arrested man has been released by police.

Wilderness

By EDWARD F. Loew

A man was shot dead during the rioting while walking on a side street. The police have launched a search for the shooter.

Terrorism

By MARK S. RICH

The rioters were accused of using terror tactics, which have led to increased security measures in the area.

70% of Cityict

The mayor of Newark addressed the city, acknowledging the damage and promising a swift response to the rioters.
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